Dentist feedback

Session 1: Kishor Gulabivala

Session 2: Kishor Gulabivala

Session 3: Stephane Simon
Which category are you?

- FGDP(UK) Dentist
- Non-FGDP(UK) Dentist
- Dental student
- Hygienist
- Other

How did you hear about this year’s study day?

- FGDP(UK) Scotland website
- Email from FGDP(UK)
- Word of mouth
- CPD Scotland

Was this relevant to general practice?

- Yes
- No
- Partly

How should we contact you about future events?

- Email
- Information to GDC address
- Phone call to practice
- Text to mobile

Were the course aims met?

- Yes
- No
- Partly
What was the best part of the day?

• Session 4
• Bio-film management
• Everything
• Stephane Simon
• Free bar
• Teaching on active disinfection
• GDP based course
• Session 1 by Gulabivala
• Session 3 by Simon
• Stephane Simon
• Lectures/companies
• Kish’s research, Stephane’s Machtou connections and presentations
• Stephane Simon
• Lunch
• Great overview of endo
• Un Bon Jorme. Lunch and the end
• Session 1
• Food and drink
• Stephane Simon
• Rotary endo instruction, types of materials
• Use of protaper/technique - a sometimes dry subject made very excellent
• Stephane Simon
• Good organisation
• Stephane Simon
• Social part, trade fair, interactive questions
• Wine and freebies
• Stephane Simon
• Stephane Simon
• Quality lectures, meeting other practitioners
• The whole day - a mixture of two main speakers complemented each other. Also integration of MJDF/FGDP, Walton, Odonto, Caldwell Memorial - done very well
• Lunch, afternoon lectures. Good day, hard to make biofilm exciting but speaker made it relevant
• Both speakers excellent, liked the interactive Qs (and Stephane’s accent)
• Drinks reception
• The enthusiasm of the speakers
• Technical aspects of Stephane’s presentation
• Good discussion of different types of irrigation methods
• Whole day
• Mr Simon, very charismatic speaker
• Tradeshow and lunch
• Socialising
• Practical afternoon session
• Dr Michu and meeting colleagues
• How to clean canals
• Good speakers
• Endo sessions were excellent, excellent study day
• Education and meeting old friends
• Kishor Gulabivala
• Enjoyed all of it
• Lunch/bar
• Morning
• Lectures
• Mr Simon much more practical info than Mr Gulabivala
• Venue, course content
• Dr Simon’s lectures and practical advice
• Stephane Simon
• Content
• Practical aspects of root treatment
• Generally a good day however as mentioned lunch was a huge let down. Need more variety and choice. More veg options.
• Interactive and clinical advice
• Stephane Simon and lunch
• A good mix of science and practice with good background to back up information
• Practical tips of endo by Stephane, memorial info and BWT
• Rotary endo overview
• Title and presenters good, Good to break up day with other speakers
• All good
• Lunch with colleagues, Prof Simon good, Nice venue
• Session 1
• Bacon Rolls
• Lecture on preparation
• Meeting old friends
• Hands-on tips
• Organisation
• Meeting other GDPs
• PM sessions
• Stephane Simon’s practical talk
• Instrumentation
• Great speakers and lunch!
• Stephane Simon’s more clinically relevant parts
• Stephane Simon lecture
• Practical advice
• Talking to professional colleagues
• Made the topic of endodontics very interesting
• Networking
• All endo lectures esp Stephane Simon
• The practical application of the biology
• Learnt quite a bit!
• Morning sessions, great atmosphere and organisation
• Meeting like-minded professionals
• Kishor Gulabivala - mastery of the literature
• Overall information
• The event was very well organised, catering was good, voting in lectures was good, lectures were all very good.
• Discussions with colleagues
• Stephane Simon & relevant course content
• Kishor’s clear, concise presentation
• Stephane’s humour. Was good Kishor a bit academic
What could we improve?

- You’re doing well
- Venue to be closer to centre of Glasgow (if held in west)
- Too long!
- *Not the best of days, not much new. Slides poor. Not much mention of ultra sonic preparation. Academically lightweight, basic undergraduate stuff! What about system combined systems (Shilder) - last 5 mins!
- More exciting speakers who can hold your attention like last years
- Multiple subjects
- Quite cold in lecture theatre
- More on technique
- Less academic content
- More exciting topics
- More practical element to GDP
- Ran out of biscuits at coffee break, seating charts at lunch, bit crushed
- Heating!
- Very good already
- Time management. Being more realistic with content or allowing a longer day.
- Four sessions on one subject is a bit heavy
- Already excellent. Thanks!
- Keep relevant to general dental practice
- Move into town
- Venue a bit disjointed esp trade show area
- Continue to provide excellent lecturers
- Keep as is but it would have been a nice gesture if someone had mentioned the passing of John McCrossan as most of the audience were Glasgow graduates.
- Heating in venue, too cold. Shorter?
- What on earth was that starter at lunch?!!
- Ensure speakers know it for GDPs
- Move it to spring- for the weather!
- Handouts please!
- Two days?!!
- Have better lunch menu available - very bad and poor lunch, need better food and relevant handouts not simply research papers
- More choice for lunch, felt it was a disappointment
- More topics with slightly less depth
- Keep to time and announcements to get folk into hall quicker
- Shorter day - it was very long
- Slightly warmer temperature
- The topic and content is vast and could easily take up two days
- More wine with lunch
- Hot filled rolls at morning break.
- Biscuits at 8.30 registration
- Potato Scones, Black Pudding, Sausages, Toast
- Spot on
- Need more biscuits, cakes at breaks (didn’t get any!) KG’s lecture was too academic and not appropriate for GDPs (bulk of audience)
- Wouldn’t improve
- Good day - very busy but presentations today ‘a bit dry’
- Have the lecture theatre warmer. Too long overall
- Hall too cold in the morning
- More practical (illegible)
- Need to keep content more relevant to general practice
- Less detail of microbiology and more useful tips for successful endodontic rx
- Nowhere near as good as last year, up the game… Enjoyed the day but brought a friend having said how good last year was and was a bit embarrassed that it was fairly middle of the road
- Handouts with course info and structure
- ?
- Don’t cut presentations short for ‘extra’ non-academic content
- Was a pity to miss out on the oral med talks. If it could be run in Edinburgh one year that would be great.
- Better food
- Slides out of focus afternoon session 3
- No tea/coffee after lunch, t & c cold in morning
- Consider moving venue, screen too big and very difficult to see if sitting near front. Lecture theatre was cold, presentations slightly too long
- Email programme earlier
Who would you like to see next year? Any specific topics?

- Overview of modern composites and their applications
- Oral surgery
- Cathy Jamieson/ business
- No, I'm happy with the choices made by Faculty
- Prof Southam (Retired Dean, Ed Dental Hosp and School
- Magne, Avijit Banerjee
- Kanka - somebody from general practice would have been good in the middle today, Julian Webber or similar. Recommendations this year will not help you next year. Fell asleep on more than one occasion.
- Michael Tang, ethical sales
- Implants
- Management of tooth wear
- Paul Tipton, Raj Rattan, Ian Buckle - practice management, occlusion
- Implant dentistry
- Restorative dentistry, implants
- Prosthodontics
- Impact of internet/cloud computing/ scanners etc on the future of dentistry
- Gordon Christensen - good look forward to it
- Implantology in GP
- Oral surgery, prosthodontics
- John Kois or Pascal Magne or Calip Gurer. Occlusion or aesthetic dentistry
- Pascal Magne and bonding
- Restorative
- Frank Spear, 'Atlanta team' (Goldstein, Larker, Salama)
- Denis Tarnow, Mombell
- Calep Gurer, Veneers, including preps/cementation/ perio
- Implants
- Julian Webber. Martin Kelleher
- Update on digital radiology and CBT
- Core CPD
- Fixed Pros
- Cone Beam Technology
- Geoff Knight, Implants, Minimal Intrusion Dentistry
- Oral med- esp oral cancer
- John Gibson - oral med, Q & A sessions with leaders from other fields (Tom Hunter, George Robertson, Alex Ferguson)
- Oral medicine
- More endo please!
- Prof St John Crean, oral medicine
- Orthodontics for GDPs
- Claes Reit, Steve Buchanan, Basil Mizrahi - endodontics, implant restorative, crown and bridge
- The Ageing Dentition
DCP feedback

Session 1: Graham Ogden

Session 2: Saman Wamakulasuriya

Session 3a: Tracey Jackson
Session 3b: University of Dundee students

Session 4: Rhiannon Jones (GSK)

Handouts and general course information

Venue facilities and catering
How should we contact you about future events?

- Email
- Information to GDC address
- Phone call to practice
- Text to mobile

What was the best part of the day?

- Early recognition of lesions
- Session 2 - Enjoyed the day
- Product information plus liked the interactive with the remote control
- All of it
- Rhiannon Jones
- Dundee Uni students
- Tracey Jackson
- Tracey Jackson
- Enjoyed the whole day

- Very good
- Clickers were great and kept everyone interested. Loved Ben Walton slot
- Interactive kept us alert. Enjoyed all of it.
- Interactive lectures
- Speakers/trade stands/good value
- All of it
- Dundee Uni students
- Very good in all aspects
- Tracey Jackson

How could we improve the day?

- Mixing all delegates
- More for dental nurses
- More suited to nurses
- To not always divide hygienists/dentists/DCPs up, would sometimes be good to interact as work together in practice, so why not at this?
- Could have been warmer
- Maybe cover 2 topic (1 in AM, 1 in PM. Full day of 1 topic can be bit much
- Keep up the good work!
- Perhaps a choice of which sessions you would like to attend

Who would you like to see next year? Any specific topics?

- Phil Ower
- Phil Ower on Perio
- Implant care
- Perio
- Perio implants

- Perio /implants
- Perio
- Paediatric care - prevention & restorative/medical conditions and dental care
- Cleft lip and palate care